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1a. Excerpts from Reviews and Audience & Peer Feedback 

REVIEW: POETICAL MELODIES - STRING ENSEMBLE HIP TO THE TIMES | The Age, August 2018 

Maxim Boon on 23 August 2018 

★★★½ “Rich, impassioned, and faultlessly realised, it’s a thrilling example of HIP with all the right strings 

attached.” 

REVIEW: POETICAL MELODIES | Limelight Magazine, August 2018 

★★★★ “How often do you hear Puccini on gut strings? The Australian Romantic & Classical Orchestra 

has carved out a niche for itself bringing a HIP sensibility and period instruments – not to mention fine 

playing – to the music of both the Classical and Romantic Periods.” 

REVIEW: CLASSICAL MELODIES | Limelight Magazine, May 2018 

★★★★ “ARCO delivered yet another exciting and high-quality chamber music experience in Classical 

Melodies, shedding light on some unusual repertoire – and showing just what period wind instruments are 

capable of – and bringing an intelligence and freshness to well-worn favourites.” 

Audience Feedback | March 2018 

“I'm chucking away all my CDs of Mozart after hearing this! I heard things I have truly never heard before. 

As musicians you are bringing something new, vital, invigorating and startling to Australia. [ARCO] will wake 

up everyone, raise the bar hugely, wipe away the webs and get truly important stuff happening here.” 

REVIEW: PASTORAL MELODIES – Past Mastery Shines New Light on Old Favourites | SMH, March 2018 

“The major event of the afternoon was to rehear Beethoven's Symphony No. 6 in F, Opus 68 Pastoral 

enlivened with ARCO's feel for balance and the distinctive originality of some of its wind players.” 

LIMELIGHT’S TOP 25 SHOWS OF 2017 | Limelight Magazine, December 2017 

“Australia boasts a bevy of fine period instrument bands these days, but this concert by ARCO was 

particularly special. At the heart of the concert was the smooth, caramel sound of Nicole van Bruggen’s 

basset clarinet – a recreation of the one made by Mozart’s clarinettist Anton Stadler.” 

REVIEW: REVOLUTIONARY ROMANCE | Sounds Like Sydney, September 2017 

“superbly lyrical and tremendously empathetic playing ...  deep level of communication and understanding 

amongst the players ... Nicole van Bruggen’s playing was both energetic and sensitive. Her enthusiasm for 

her art was palpable ... ARCO is a precious gem in the Australian musical landscape and should be taken 

very seriously.” 
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REVIEW: REVOLUTIONARY ROMANCE – Pristine Tonal Beauty | Sydney Morning Herald, September 2017 

★★★★ “ARCO, led by Rachael Beesley, provided an opportunity for an intimate insight into its musical 

quality and ethos. On the evidence of this concert, ARCO values balance, expressive subtlety, and 

mellifluous melodic shape and avoids distorting mannerisms and unnecessary over-emphasis... This was a 

gem of a concert for its caressing sweetness of sound and pristine tonal beauty.” 

REVIEW: REVOLUTIONARY ROMANCE – A Wonderfully Intimate Offering from Richard Gill's ARCO | 

Limelight Magazine, September 2017 

★★★★½  “ARCO has firmly established itself as a fixture of the HIP music scene in Australia ... the ARCO 

Chamber Soloists, led by violinist Rachael Beesley, shaped with an exquisitely organic, breath-like phrasing 

... the sound [the basset clarinet] produced was incredible, Van Bruggen coaxing a smooth, caramel timbre 

from the instrument ... an impeccable sense of ensemble and tight-knit camaraderie ... a wonderfully 

intimate offering from ARCO Chamber Soloists, with Van Bruggen’s basset clarinet a particular treat.” 

PEER FEEDBACK: REVOLUTIONARY ROMANCE | Jane Rogers, Violist from United Kingdom, October 2017 

“It was an absolute joy to be involved in this [ARCO] project. It was a moment of serendipitous joy when I 

realised that here was a group of people open minded and dedicated to really getting to the nuts and bolts 

of what is needed to bring this music to life in a way which makes such complete sense to me and 

embraces the written evidence that we have of how it is possible to perform this music. It is here that I 

must admire and congratulate the wonderful Rachael Beesley. ARCO is unbelievably lucky to have a leader 

who is strongly dedicated to exploring the treatises of the time and who completely follows through with 

this, translating the texts into thoroughly beautiful and stylistic performance. If ever there was an advocate 

for an historically informed approach to violin playing in the 18th and 19th centuries, Rachael Beesley is 

that person. It is rare to find a violinist prepared to take these risks and then be prepared to stick their neck 

out and convince others to do the same, and as a result what is occurring in this group of musicians is 

something hugely exciting and special. I enjoyed my time with ARCO immensely and I want to say this: 

Australia should be thoroughly proud of this orchestra - I believe it to be working in a way which is both 

unique and refreshing and which makes it not only a National Asset but World Class.” 

REVIEW: UNFINISHED ROMANCE – ARCO Finished Splendidly with an Unfinished Masterpiece | Limelight 

Magazine, May 2017 

★★★★ “there were also plenty of moments to enjoy the sounds that Rossini himself would have 

expected – like those deliciously woody flutes and piccolos and the surprising timbre of hand-stopped 

horns … The audience were in good hands … [Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony] received the kind of 

thrilling, committed performance that is a hallmark of ARCO’s dedication to squeezing new sounds out of 

old bottles … But at the end of the day, it was that period Schubert sound – potent, nuanced, textured – 

that made this concert a must-hear.” 

REVIEW: UNFINISHED ROMANCE – Unfinished Business | Harriet Cunningham, May 2017 

“Articulation. Timbre. Pace. Pitch. Ornamentation. Tempo. Vibrato. Effect. Affect. There’s so much to think 

about once you enter the labyrinth of Historically Informed Performance. It sometimes feels like a loss of 

innocence – gone are the days of just playing, revelling in the line, enjoying the visceral pull of the 

harmonies, feeling the rhythm dip and dodge between your own internal pulse. Suddenly, every note can 

betray your ignorance. Suddenly, you know just how much you don’t know. To reach this realisation, then 

step out on stage and perform with the kind of authority which convinces an audience is the challenge 

every self-respecting HIPster must overcome. ARCO wholeheartedly took on the challenge … What caught 

my ear was not the execution in itself, but the effect. I’ve described what I was hearing, but what I actually 

felt coming off the stage was a bold and unanimous gesture; an ensemble saying, “Listen to this. This is 

what we made.” It was wonderful.” 
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AUDIENCE FEEDBACK | From a first-time audience member from Canberra in May 2017 

“I’d like to say how fantastic the Unfinished Romance concert was in Sydney! Jakob did a fantastic job and I 

enjoyed every minute of this wonderful orchestra. It was a revelation to hear this music with period 

instruments and note that rather than the music sounding ‘older’ it actually had the opposite effect. The 

energy, rawness and tangibility of the score carried across to the back row. I often find polished orchestras 

can sound a bit clinical, but ARCO was real. Thanks so much for such a wonderful escape … I will certainly 

take the chance to come to another of your performances, and so break my rule of avoiding orchestral 

concerts. Hooray musicians!” 

REVIEW: ITALIAN ROMANCE – Gill's HIPsters Excel | Limelight Magazine, March 2017 

★★★★ “What a great time to be a HIPster. Australia’s burgeoning Historically Informed Performance 

scene has blossomed in recent years to accommodate several substantial new ensembles alongside the 

more established Brandenburgs and a plethora of quartets and trios specialising in various flavours of ‘early 

music’, but none are more exciting though than [ARCO]. There’s an infectious energy and a sense of 

enthusiasm that turns an ARCO concert into an event.” 

REVIEW: WINTER FESTIVAL – Meaty Winter Fare Delivered with Authenticity and Heart | Limelight 

Magazine, August 2015 

★★★★ “There’s nothing quite beats intimate music making in an appropriate location when the 

musicians are clearly playing for the sheer joy of it. One of the best things about [ARCO] is their willingness 

to programme big, bold and beautiful, willing an audience to step out of the comfort zone of the 

mainstream rep and try something intriguing and new … those of us in at the start can hopefully look 

forward to more of this kind of intimate, informed, intelligent and really rather magical musical 

experience.” 

REVIEW: SCHUBERT’S GREAT – Period Schubert's the Next Step in Richard Gill's New Musical Revolution |  

Limelight Magazine, November 2014 

★★★★ “Australia’s brightest and shiniest new orchestra … this is an important addition to Australia’s 

musical landscape.” 

PEER FEEDBACK | Eduard Wesly, guest international oboe player, Amsterdam, November 2014 

”These Aussies are bloody marvellous and can play awesome! I hardly ever experienced such a focused and 

positive rehearsing process and neither such an amazing common concentration and obsessive trance in 

the performance as we had in Schubert 9. Surely I never had these two things combined. It was great. 

Thanks for having me! It made me very happy. I wish you all the best.” 
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1b. Education Projects 

The education of young musicians in HIP is an integral component of ARCO’s objectives and activity. Each 

education project has its own format depending on the participants and their technical levels and 

musicological knowledge. 

Voyage of Musical Discovery 

Voyage of Musical Discovery (Voyage) 

is a unique concert series exploring 

Western art music. The world-class 

musicians of the ARCO seamlessly 

combine their knowledge for historical 

context and imaginative programming. 

Beloved works of the musical canon 

are revitalised through the sounds of 

period instruments and stylistically 

appropriate performance practice, and 

these are presented in parallel with 

guest ensembles who specialise in the 

performance of improvised modern 

jazz or contemporary classical music. 

Following the exceptional success of the 2018 inaugural series in City Recital Hall – with each concert 

having close to 1,000 audience members – Voyage will continue in 2019, again presenting three concerts. 

The guest ensembles for 2019 are Lior, Jane Rutter’s Third Culture World Music Ensemble and The Idea of 

North. Each of these artists will perform contemporary Australian works composed in the last 25 years. 

ARCO's Co-Artistic Directors focus on a particular composition or performance technique, and highlights its 

development in Western art music by way of examples played by the ensembles. 

These are vibrant and entertaining educational journeys, and schools and students have the opportunity to 

augment their experience with online education kits available for each concert, which include score and 

audio extracts, along with listening and composition exercises. 

Young Mannheim Symphonists 

 
 

YMS projects consist of an intensive week of HIP workshops and rehearsals, culminating in a public concert. 

Directed by ARCO’s Co-Artistic Directors, the YMS program enables participants to learn from and work side 

by side Australia’s most respected HIP musicians. 
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Students delve into Classical and Romantic performance styles by exploring both the theoretical and 

practical aspects of performing works by the iconic composers. The intensive program enables participants 

to perform – many for the first time – on period instruments, develop dynamic and creative ensemble skills, 

and become better acquainted with music from the Classical and Romantic periods. 

ARCO musicians sit in the orchestra and tutor from within while playing along with the students. This has 

the outcome of demonstrating stylistic performance while also showing students the etiquette of 

communicating in rehearsals. The woodwind and brass students play on their modern instruments while 

the string students are encouraged to perform with gut strings and Classical bows – and all are tutored and 

supported by ARCO musicians playing historical instruments. Each YMS participant receives a 

complimentary ticket to the ARCO concert season in their home city. This is an invaluable opportunity for 

them to hear the information learnt during the YMS programs being put into practice in a concert situation 

by specialists. The ticket offer is also crucial for the development of future Australian classical music 

audiences as it establishes lasting relationships between ARCO and its younger followers and participants. 

In 2014, Santa Sabina College hosted the inaugural YMS, conducted by Richard Gill and tutored by principal 

ARCO musicians. An orchestra of 80 secondary students was formed, bringing together music students 

from local high schools. The project was a huge success and feedback from students and school staff 

members alike was overwhelmingly positive:  

“ARCO and Richard acted as mentors … They were helping us, giving us tips and improvement, and giving us 

insight on how music was played in the 18th and 19th century. I thoroughly enjoyed the workshop and 

hearing and experiencing music from that era is something I really hope to experience once again.” YMS 

participant, 2014 

“Richard Gill and the musicians of ARCO provided students with an exceptional workshop. As a team they 

demystified tradition, deconstructed music and opened the door to the ‘Haffner’ Symphony enabling 

students to walk through the door into the world of the ‘Classical’ musician. This was music out of the ‘ivory 

tower’ presented in a fun, informative way that stretched the skills of the students, not in the least the skills 

of mind.” Phil Pratt, Director of Music, Trinity Grammar School, 2014 

Since then, ARCO has further developed the Young Mannheim Symphonists concept. 50 students who were 

nominated by their music teachers from state and private high schools from Greater Sydney, regional NSW 

and interstate participated in the 2017 Winter Camp in Sydney and due to the overwhelming response, 

applications for the 2018 Winter Camp took place by video audition along with a written statement from 

the students explaining why they wanted to attend. It is envisaged that the 2019 Winter Camp will consist 

of a symphony orchestra, chamber orchestra and woodwind ensemble.  

In January 2018, YMS was presented in collaboration with Melbourne Youth Orchestras Summer School. 

The students were assembled by MYO following consultation with ARCO. The feedback from both MYO and 

the YMS participants was positive and this collaboration will also be continued in 2019. 

“[Charlotte] had a thoroughly fantastic time and enjoyed every aspect of the week. Congratulations for 

having ARCO join the summer school. Charlotte particularly enjoyed the educational aspects of the 

program, as well as using gut strings for the first time.” YMS parent 

“Alyssa had a great time… She came back with lots of valuable learnings, had an enjoyable time rehearsing, 

memorable concert and made many new friends. Alyssa and her new friends are looking forward to the 

next MYO Summer school already.” YMS parent 

”Thanks so much for the awesome week!!! I learnt soooooo much about HIP and am replaying all my old 

classical repertoire adding all that I’ve learnt. … Look forward to hearing your performances in the future.” 

YMS participant  
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1c. What is HIP and the Romantic Style? 

Historically Informed Performance (HIP) on period instruments is a movement which began in Europe in the 

1960s. It is a genre of performance style – previously referred to as Early Music – that evolved from 

performing music of the Baroque era and before, that now encompasses works written as recently as a 

century ago on instruments and in a style corresponding to the time of composition. Along with 

appropriate copies of or original historical instruments, the techniques affected by adopting a historical 

perspective include more varied articulations and tempi, greater rhythmic freedom and ornamentation, 

and an advanced understanding of harmonic progression. In practice, these can vary greatly from 

contemporary mainstream orchestral interpretation. 

HIP is based on the latest research into the aesthetics of the period in which the music was conceived and 

performed, including locating expressive markings and annotations in original scores and treatises, 

comparing these to some of the earliest recordings of Classical and Romantic repertoire, and seeking 

supporting evidence in the parallel disciplines of literature, theatre and the arts. Each member of ARCO is 

an internationally-respected specialist in historically informed performance, gained through instrumental 

mastery in combination with stylistic research. The information we possess on the style of the day, as well 

as composer expectations lends the pre-20th-century music a level of authentic expression not otherwise 

achievable by modern means. However, one of the paradoxes – and appeals – of HIP is that we have no 

precise way of knowing how closely the results represent what was experienced by an earlier audience. 

To the listener, there is an immediately noticeable contrast between ARCO’s sound and that of a current 

traditional symphony or chamber orchestra. This is due to different tonal relationships between wind, 

brass, string and percussion sections – for example, the wind and brass instruments possess a slender 

sound quality that blends more readily with the delicate colours produced by gut strings. Articulations tend 

to be more pronounced, vibrato is employed only as an ornament or expressive device, and players are 

more likely to introduce a slight glide – or portamento – between notes. Further, to emphasise Romantic 

ideals of nature and effusiveness, notated rhythms, particularly in solo phrases, are interpreted with 

considerably more freedom and players will routinely vary these from performance to performance. 

In a review of an ARCO concert in 2016, Harriet Cunningham explored some of the motives and results of 

engaging with Romantic music on period instruments and playing with the relevant style and conventions. 

In contrast to gaining an understanding of a work solely through the analysis of the musical score, she 

concluded that the historically-informed approach treats Romantic works as “living history” rather than 

“timeless works of art.” 

This challenges the widely-held assumption that an interpretation which follows the score as exactly as 

possible will reveal the true, unchanging essence of a work. Yet, the score fails to provide information on 

the tastes and idiosyncrasies of the time, which were invisible to its proponents in much the same way that 

a regional dialect is inaudible to its local speakers. Standard 20th-century interpretation of Classical and 

Romantic music is often characterised by the semi-constant use of vibrato, striving for the longest possible 

musical phrases, strictly stable tempi, and an absence of improvisation. That is not to say that 

interpretations from this time lack expression, authenticity or value, but their features are a product of a 

more recent and uniform musical tradition. ARCO is not attempting to return to the past, rather we are 

exploring earlier works from a 21st-century viewpoint that takes avail of the latest research and resources. 

Our curiosity and thirst for new musical perspectives shine through in the music and spread out into an 

audience. Together we are forming a new regional accent; one that will take time to become fluent and 

reveal its full potential.  
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2a. Governance: Management and Musicians 

Providing rigorous governance of both government grants and philanthropic donations, ARCO is an 
incorporated association with a committee consisting of individuals from professional services and 
management consulting. ARCO is also a registered charity with Deductible Gift Recipient status from the 
ATO. ARCO is proud to demonstrate its equal employment opportunities with regard to gender, and 
employs predominantly female musicians and management staff. Male musicians and staff members are 
highlighted in green. 

Association Committee President Professor Richard Kefford AM MB BS PhD FRACP 
Vice President/Secretary Claire Gill 
Treasurer Jason Bowran  
Members Janet Donald, Liz Nield and Mary Vallentine 

Management  General Manager Nicole van Bruggen 
Marketing & Communications Manager Charles MacInnes 
Operations Manager Daniel Dean 
Co-Artistic Directors Rachael Beesley and Nicole van Bruggen 

Musicians 

ARCO is an orchestra of world-class Australian HIP musicians. Per project, the Co-Artistic Directors select 

musicians according to the repertoire to be performed and the specific performance specialties of the 

musicians required. Since 2013, the following musicians have performed with ARCO.  

Founding Artistic Director  Richard Gill AO 
(Guest) Conductors & Directors Benjamin Bayl (Berlin), Jakob Lehmann (Berlin), Rachael Beesley (Melbourne) 
 
Soloists Rachael Beesley (violin), Emma Black (oboe), Georgia Browne (flute), Nicole van Bruggen (clarinet), Fiona Campbell 

(mezzo soprano), Jacqui Dark (soprano), David Greco (baritone), Jacqueline Porter (soprano) 

Violins Rachael Beesley (Melbourne, concertmaster), Jakob Lehmann (Berlin, guest concertmaster), Zoe Black (Melbourne), 
Matt Bruce (Sydney), Peter Clark (Melbourne), Meg Cohen (Sydney), Natasha Conrau (Melbourne), Ben Dollman 
(Adelaide), Matt Bruce (Sydney), Peter Clark (Melbourne), Meg Cohen (Sydney), Natasha Conrau (Melbourne), 
Stephanie Eldridge (Melbourne), Alice Evans (London), Rafael Font (Sydney), Julia Fredersdorff (Hobart), Briar Goessi 
(Melbourne), Matt Greco (Sydney), Natalia Harvey (Melbourne), Caroline Hopson (Brisbane), Cameron Jamieson 
(Melbourne), Brendan Joyce (Brisbane), Jen Kirsner (Melbourne), Skye McIntosh (Sydney), Anna McMichael 
(Sydney), Susannah Ng (Melbourne), Jennen Ngiau-Keng (Melbourne), Lucas O'Brien (Perth), Jessica Oddie 
(Melbourne), Holly Piccoli (San Francisco), Julia Russionello (Sydney), Elizabeth Sellars (Melbourne), Veronique 
Serret (Sydney), Cath Shugg (Melbourne), Simone Slattery (Adelaide), Claire Sterling (London), Joseph Tan 
(Amsterdam), Frances The (Amsterdam), Kirra Thomas (London), Miki Tsunoda (Antwerp), Elizabeth Welsh 
(Melbourne), Emma Williams (The Hague), Robin Wilson (Melbourne), Clare Zabrowarny (Melbourne) 

Violas Alexandru-Mihai Bota (Sydney), Deirdre Dowling (Paris), James Eccles (Sydney), Nicole Forsyth (Sydney), Stephen 

Freeman (Sydney), Simón Gangotena (Melbourne), Caroline Henbest (Melbourne), Gabrielle Kancachian (Cologne), 
Wen-Chuan Lin (Auckland), Heather Lloyd (Sydney), Simon Oswell (Melbourne), Christian Read (Melbourne), Jane 
Rogers (London), Anna Webb (Melbourne), Katie Yap (Melbourne), Marianne Yeomans (Sydney), Galina Zinchenko 
(Paris) 

Cellos Anton Baba (Sydney), Mimé Brinkmann (Stockholm), James Bush (Auckland), Anthea Cottee (Sydney), Michael 

Dahlenburg (Melbourne), Anita Gluyas (Sydney), Rosy Hunt (Melbourne), Louise King (Sunshine Coast), Natasha 
Kraemer (Yarra Valley), Alex Nicholls (New York), Rosemary Quinn (Sydney), Kim Worley (Adelaide), Danny Yeadon 
(Sydney), Paul Zabrowarny (Melbourne) 

Basses Maxime Bibeau (Sydney), Joseph Bisits (Sydney), Jacqueline Dossor (London), Miranda Hill (Melbourne), John Keen 

(Sydney), Kirsty McCahon (Sydney), Chloe Smith (Melbourne), Emma Sullivan (Melbourne) 

Flutes Georgia Browne (Edinburgh), Kate Clark (Amsterdam), Melissa Farrow (Sydney), Megan Lang (Sydney), Lamorna 

Nightingale (Sydney), Mikaela Oberg (Sydney), Pablo Sosa del Rosario (The Hague) 

Oboes Emma Black (Vienna), Jane Downer (Oxford), Ingo Müller (Freiburg), Amy Power (Basel), Georg Siebert (Karlsruhe), 
Eduard Wesly (Amsterdam)  

Clarinets Nicole van Bruggen (Sunshine Coast), Ashley Sutherland (Melbourne), Owen Watkins (Daylesford) 

Bassoons Lisa Goldberg (Ghent), Jane Gower (Copenhagen), Brock Imison (Melbourne), Takako Kunugi (Amsterdam), Kamila 
Marcinkowska (Belize City), Peter Moore (Perth), Jackie Newcomb (Adelaide), Marc Vallon (Wisconsin) 

Horns Stefan Blonk (Amsterdam), Doree Dixon (Perth), Darryl Poulsen (Perth), Graham Nichols (Sydney), Anneke Scott 

(London), Lisa Wynne-Allen (Sydney) 
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Trumpets Helen Barsby (Berlin), Alex Bieri (Sydney), Richard Fomison (Brisbane), Matthew Manchester (Sydney), 

Rainer Saville (Sydney), Leanne Sullivan (Sydney) 

Trombones Ros Jorgensen (Sydney), Nigel Crocker (Sydney), Brett Page (Sydney) 

Timpani/Perc Jess Ciampa (Sydney), Brian Nixon (Sydney), Brent Miller (Melbourne) 

Harpsichord Anthony Abouhamad (The Hague), Benjamin Bayl (Berlin) 

Subcontractors 

Keeping the overhead costs to a minimum, ARCO works with a number of regular subcontractors for 

various tasks: 

 Jakob Lehmann – Artistic Advisor (currently in-kind only) 

 Geoff Sirmai of Sirmai Arts Marketing – Publicist (set fee per program – ca. 4-5 programs/yr) 

 Josh Murray of Josh Murray Design – Designer 

 Nick Gilbert – Photographer 

 Nico Jonker – Video Editor 

 Haig Burnell – Recording Engineer 

 Steph Wong of We Are Uncommon – Distributor of printed material 

 Leanne Pearman of Travel Managers – Travel agent (free of charge for ARCO) 

 Georgina Murray of Sunshine Office Solutions – Bookkeeping and Xero support (sponsor/in-kind) 

 Madame FH – Floral Stylist for Sydney performances (sponsor/in-kind) 

 Sound on Safari – Audio for Voyage series 

 Adrian Reinhardt – Film company for Voyage series 

 

2b. Marketing and Publicity 

ARCO targets two main audience segments. The first comes from an established classical concert-going 

audience, but is made up of those who feel disenfranchised by the commercialisation of traditional arts and 

media. They are informed about how ARCO's musical approach moves beyond the recording and orchestral 

sound they have grown up with. HIP style is explained to them as belonging to a wider quest to reinvigorate 

the classical orchestra. The second audience segment is the up-and-coming young musicians, still at high 

school or in their early university years. These are the players and listeners who sense that there is an 

alternative musical path to the big symphony orchestra. 

Further target audience segments are young adults including a focus on the LGBTQI community, families 

and retirement village residents. Group tickets of 10+ receive a discounted price, and these are targeted to 

firms, and particularly to companies with a demographic of young and tertiary educated employees (such 

as BCG and PWC) and the LGBTQI community. There is also an under-30s discounted ticket price, and social 

and networking opportunities are created with functions following the concerts for this audience segment. 

Families are targeted through specific media channels and schools. Family ticket prices are offered and 

children are welcomed at ARCO concerts. Creating a culture of attending classical music concerts from a 

young age is imperative to establishing a concert-going public for the future. With the support of a 

volunteer who is retired from the aged care industry, ARCO also targets residents of retirement villages and 

coordinates transport and onsite support for these audience members at the concerts. 

Audiences are engaged by various means of marketing, social media, publicity and face-to-face interaction. 

A Marketing & Communications Manager makes up part of the ARCO team. He oversees all these facets 

and brings new ideas to the marketing strategy. 
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• Mailing list - Since ARCO's launch, a substantial digital and postal mailing list has been developed which is 

 utilised for promotional purposes, enabling us to develop a loyal following, with ticket-buyers travelling 

 from Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania and the ACT to attend concerts in Sydney and Melbourne. Ongoing 

 engagement with existing audience members is achieved via a monthly newsletter. 

• Publicist - ARCO collaborates with Sirmai Arts Marketing to reach new audiences through distribution of 

 content to general and specialist arts and music media, television, radio, and social media channels. 

• Education - Through the ARCO education programs contact is developed with young audience members 

 who receive complimentary tickets. Heavily discounted tickets are also distributed to music students and 

 emerging musicians by partner organisations. The live concert experience and attending pre-concert talks 

 are integral parts of the education projects. 

• Social Media - ARCO currently has over 2,000 Facebook followers with a high level of engagement and 

 over 500 Twitter followers. These channels provide excellent behind-the-scenes content. 

• Printed publicity - Extensive distribution of targeted printed material (posters and flyers) is executed by 

 specialist distributers in Sydney and Melbourne. Printed concert programs with in-depth notes provide 

 musicological knowledge transfer alongside publicity for future events. 

• Pre-concert talks - Presentations by Richard Gill and the musicians and music directors of the programs 

 before and during ARCO concerts are without equal in delivery and audience relationship building power. 

• Networks - Each member of ARCO brings with them their own networks and audience. Shared networks 

 with organisations such as ABO, ACO, Pinchgut Opera, Victorian Opera, MYO, SYO, ANAM, Omega 

 Ensemble, Australian Haydn Ensemble and Ironwood are invaluable sources of target audience. 

• Follow up - Ongoing direct engagement between musicians and audience members following each event 

 is crucial for the success of future projects.  

 

3. ARCO's Contribution to Strategic Priorities  

ARCO's own vision and priorities align closely with those of the Australia Council. 

ARCO aims to: 

 present annual subscription concert series in Australia’s capital cities and regional tours 

 promote live music performances nationally 

 elevate Australia’s cultural experiences with a unique scholarly approach to the performance and 

education of music 

 explore new ways of playing Classical and Romantic orchestral and chamber music repertoire to 

wider audiences 

 demonstrate intellectual musicianship and awareness of style  

 strengthen and build awareness of the understanding of music 

 strengthen the capacity and professional nature of the Australian music scene 

 create new cultural identities and enhance artistic freedom 

 intensify research and performances of repertoire on period instruments 

 engage with and develop our audience relationships 

 highlight Australian specialised artists who are active in many countries around the world at the top 

of their field 

 bring these musicians back to Australia to highlight the brilliance and elite levels they have reached 

 provide opportunities for Australian musicians living overseas to share their story with Australian 

audiences 

 develop possibilities for culture, media and heritage to cross boundaries 
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 play a vital role in the performing arts and in the advocacy for music education, and share this love 

and passion of music everyone 

 influence the next generation of Australian musicians and music lovers 

 show commitment and dedication to young emerging musicians 

 share our expertise and knowledge with the next generations of musicians 

 continue to present cornerstone education programs - Young Mannheim Symphonists youth 

orchestra program and the Voyage of Musical Discovery education series 

 introduce music from the past and present to school students and adults alike to bring greater 

understanding and appreciation of all genres of music through the Voyage 

 develop these unique music education programs in every state 

 develop opportunities for young Australian musicians to be inspired by Historically Informed 

Performance, through collaborations with Australia’s secondary and tertiary institutions 

 strengthen significant historical and cultural links for future generations 

 perform in main-stage festivals  

 attract internationally renowned HIP soloists and conductors to perform in Australia 

 further develop a strong network within our organisational relationships 

 secure a stable financial environment through multi-year Government and philanthropic funding 

 co-operate with broadcasters to bring this music to large radio, television and internet audiences 

 build an international reputation in Historically Informed Performance, whilst becoming known as 

Australia’s premier ensemble specialising in repertoire from 1750 through to the Classical and 

Romantic periods, through international and national touring and recording 

 activate international cultural cooperation 

 expand the traditional boundaries of performance on period instruments into the late 19th and 

early 20th centuries (currently unexplored in Australia) 

 enable research and professional development in period performance and playing techniques 

 provide professional opportunities for the next generation of specialist period instrumentalists 


